Genetics and kinetics of familial hypercholesterolemia, with the special focus on FH-(Marburg) p.W556R.
Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is an autosomal dominant inherited disorder, caused by mutations in the low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) gene. FH is characterized by elevated plasma LDL cholesterol, premature atherosclerosis and high risk of premature myocardial infarction. Extended work has been done to understand both, the primary genetic defect as well as the in vivo kinetic consequences of this disease. Both approaches, genetics and kinetics, are challenging but also fruitful approaches for a better understanding of this devastating disease. For this we reviewed the recent literature and used our in vitro and in vivo data on one of the most frequently occurring types of FH, the FH(Marburg) p.W556R. To identify the primary genetic defect of the FH(Marburg) we used denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) mutation analysis. In vivo kinetic studies were performed in a heterozygote FH(Marburg) subject and in 5 healthy control subjects utilizing a stable isotope tracer kinetic approach with 3D-leucine. DGGE screening of the LDLR gene identified a tryptophan (W) to arginine (R) substitution at residue 556 (p.W556R) in the fifth conserved YWTD repeat of the LDLR-beta-propeller in FH(Marburg). In vivo kinetic studies in a heterozygote FH subject for FH(Marburg) and in 5 healthy control subjects demonstrated a severe decrease in LDL FCR and a mild increase of LDL PR in FH compared to healthy controls. The LDLR mutation p.W556R is a frequent and severe defect for FH. This defect has a major influence on the in vivo lipoprotein kinetics and lipid levels. In a heterozygote FH patient we found a dual defect for the increase in LDL cholesterol, namely a decrease in the fractional catabolic rate (FCR) of LDL but also an increase in LDL production rate (PR). By this a well defined, single genetic defect may have a series of different in vivo metabolic consequences which could be used for potential therapeutic approaches to this disease.